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INTENSIVE REVISION 
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Feedback summary:

The first Doctors Academy MCEM A revision course took place on 27th October 2012 at Christie Hospital, 
Manchester. Nine ACCS Core trainees from different parts of the UK attended the one-day course, which 
featured a series of anatomy and physiology lectures plus two mock exams. At the end of the course 
delegates completed a feedback proforma which is summarized below.

Was the content of the course:

How was the clarity of the presentations?
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How would you rate the general academic standard of the lectures and tutors?

 How would you rate the relevance of the course to your exam?

How would you rate the general friendliness of the faculty?
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 How useful were the self-assessment tests?

Would you recommend this course to a friend?

 Do you think this course provided value for money?
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Self-assessment tests:

 Face and neck anatomy:

Renal physiology:
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Upper limb, brachial plexus, back and shoulder

Cardiovascular physiology

 Lower limb anatomy
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Respiratory physiology

Thorax and abdomen

Toxicology for MCEM A
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 Critical care for MCEM A

GENERAL COMMENTS:

Delegates were invited to give overall feedback about the organization, teaching presentation and 
relevance of the course:

• “Excellent, good price- Accessible for everyone! Thank you”

•  “Very good- focused to the exam which the Bromley course last year didn't quite get right.”

• “Organised, comprehensive, good preparation”

• “Excellent, relevant, well organised. Would thoroughly recommend”

• “Excellent, thank you! Anatomy in particular was really useful- fast and focused.”
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Intensive Revision Course 
for MCEM Part A Exam

 20th April 2013 (Saturday)
Christie Hospital, Manchester 

Suitable for: FP2, CT1, CT2 or equivalent grade doctors in Emergency Medicine

This intensive one-day revision course will provide the candidates with an overview of essential 
applied clinical anatomy, basic physiological principles, and the physiology of the respiratory, 
cardiovascular, renal, and central nervous systems. In addition to interactive lectures and small 
group teaching, there will be demonstration of topographic anatomy with emphasis on func-
tional and clinical anatomy as tested in the exam. The course is intended to provide su�cient 
knowledge and sound understanding of the application of key basic sciences in Emergency 
Medicine. 

DOCTORS
ACADEMY
Disseminating Medical Knowledge and Skills Globally

Course fee: £125
Closing date: Places will be o�ered on a  �rst-come-�rst-served basis. 
Registrations will close when all places are taken up and, as such, we 
are unable to provide a precise closing date.

Topics covered:

Applied Anatomy of the Airway
Applied Clinical Anatomy of Head and Neck
Applied Clinical Anatomy of Upper limb
Applied Clinical Anatomy of Abdomen and Thorax
Applied Clinical Anatomy of Lower limb
Central Nervous System physiology
Cranial Nerve Lesions / Neurology
Cardiovascular physiology
Respiratory physiology
Renal physiology
Haematology

For further details and to secure a place, please visit: 

www.doctorsacademy.org

Next Date:
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